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Wentworth’s Chris Kennedy takes Scott MacCallum around the new look West Course.
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Dr Terry Mabbett looks at the strange case of the grass that isn’t.
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Scott MacCallum enjoys a high quality BIGGA National Championship, sponsored by Kubota and Charterhouse.
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Kevin Marks visits the Penzula Estate and speaks with Superintendent Danny Maritz.
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Scott MacCallum chats with Cecil George, whose dream is for BIGGA to build and own its own golf course.

40 Lateral thinking – key to saving money
James de Havilland looks at ways in which you ensure your facility is being cost effective and environmentally responsible at the same time.

43 The 2mm Debate
The most talked about issue in greenkeeping at present begins the first of a two part feature ahead of the Seminar on the subject during Harrogate Week.
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